
TURN
Jesus’ constant invitation to us is to turn from sin and death and to walk in abundant life. This turning does not

happen once nor does it happen fully. We must choose to turn every day, in small and large ways. And especially

when we sense that we have wandered far from God.

1. At this station, you are invited to begin by visualize what turning looks like for you. 

 

What barriers keep you from turning to God in your life? 

What parts of your life are resistant to turning? 

How might you step through that barrier in this moment? 

What does turning feel like? 

What emotions can you name, accept, and give to God to hold in this process? 

 

2. After visualizing this, walk through the curtain (to embody a moment of turning). 

 

3. On the other side, before you leave this station, spend a moment wondering about

what might you find across the threshold of your turning. 

 

What is around the corner that you weren’t able to see before?

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

Empty Vase



LEARN
Jesus’ invitation to follow him means that we are called to be his disciples, his students, to learn from him and to

put his teaching into practice. Learning with Jesus doesn’t only happen in a classroom or in a church; rather, every

experience we have is an opportunity to reflect on the teachings of Jesus and what they invite us to try on and do.

1. At this station, you are invited to sit with reading from Isaiah (on one side of the room)

or the reading from the Gospel (on the other).

 

What parts of these scriptures

jumpstart your imagination? 

What do you notice in the scenes?

What do you find yourself wondering about? 

Where are you challenged?

What do you feel called to try?

 

2. The beautiful illustrations in the Saint John’s bibles help us engage scripture beyond

the text. Spend some time flipping through the stories.

 

What images grab you?

How would you illustrate various scriptural and spiritual truths? 

How can you engage with God’s word, and learn from it, with creativity?

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A small cup of red wax



worship
At the heart of God’s mission is a praying church who bears witness to the Resurrection of Jesus Christ by

gathering to share the gifts of God with one another. God empowers the Church that gathers around the

presence of Christ by the power of the Spirit.

1. At this station, you are invited to experience community one-on-one. Stand in the circles

across from one another and answer these questions.

 

When it comes to living in Beloved Community…

 

Something I have… (what strengths, resources, or gifts do you have?)

Something I need… (what do you need from community?)

Something I can give… (how can you give, with and including your heart, to your community?)

 

2. Repeat this exercise 3 times. You will find yourself answer the questions more deeply the

more times you come back to them with the same person.

 

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A small cup of green wax



pray
Jesus models for us what it looks like to live a life that is perfectly attuned to God. This level of relatedness and

awareness can be cultivated when we engage practices of prayer on a regular basis. Prayer is relationship. And

while prayer can be formal and liturgical, it can also be as simple as taking a moment to breathe deeply, meditate

on a line from the Psalms, journal, or whisper your hopes and fears to God and remembering God’s goodness.

1. At this station, you are invited to receive healing prayers from a person from the

Episcopal House of Prayer. You may also choose to write a written prayer and clip in on

the prayer cross. 

 

However you choose to pray, please be assured that God hears your prayers.

 

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A small cup of white wax



bless
Jesus attracted a crowd everywhere he went because he demonstrated a ministry of blessing. The same was true

for his disciples who, after he ascended, went around healing and making whole. To follow Jesus is to seek to be a

blessing to other people for no other reason than we have been richly blessed ourselves.

1. At this station, you are invited to trace your reflection in the mirror and, as you do so,

imagine yourself being a blessing. Your whole self is a blessing – body, mind, and soul.

You bear the image of God. 

 

Say out loud to yourself, while looking in the mirror:

“I am blessed to be a blessing.”

 

2. After you trace your image, write one way you want to be a blessing to someone else

this week around the border of the mirror.

 

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A small cup of blue wax



go
Part of what made Jesus so dangerous was his commitment to cross borders and margins for the sake of the

Kingdom of God. Stephanie Spellers writes that “each of us has a margin” across which it is difficult to see the

humanity of another. To follow Jesus authentically and faithfully means that we are called to walk up to every

margin and border in our life…and then to take one step across them.

1. At this station, you are invited to walk the path following the “stepping stones”. As you

pass by each table, consider the question it raises. Moreover, consider the implications of

a movement of border-crossers?

 

Write a one-word response to each of these questions:

1)    What margin do I sense a personal calling to cross now, and you feel ready to?

2)    How does it feel to cross this particular margin?

3)    What margins are you aware of, but may not be ready to cross yet? 

   And where is God in that?

 

 

BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A single wick



rest
One of the strongest commandments from scripture is the commandment to rest. In the face of a culture of

endless consumption and production, the message from God is that we are neither what we do nor what we have.

We are beloved simply because we are.

At this station, you are invited simply to sit quietly and to become aware of the

abundance of God’s presence. Right here. Right now. Always. And Forever. 

 

Since this station is about rest, there is nothing to do. Simply breathe deeply.

Perhaps consider the parts of your life that are resistant to slowing down. You may

also ponder how observing God’s invitation to rest might impact your life.

1. BRING BACK TO YOUR TABLE:

 

A small cup of orange

wax and a match


